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Software is constantly undergoing refinements and minor changes. Before QmodemPro for Windows 95 was 
released, a few of these changes were made. These changes were made too late to appear in the printed 
documentation. Here is a list of the changes made since the time that the manuals were printed. In all cases the 
on-line help file (QMWIN.HLP) has been updated in the appropriate places to reflect these changes.

Last Minute Changes to Qmodem
Last Minute Changes to the Qmodem Editor



Changes to Qmodem
Software is constantly undergoing refinements and minor changes. Before QmodemPro for Windows 95 was 
released, a few of these changes were made. These changes were made too late to appear in the printed 
documentation. Here is a list of the changes made since the time that the manuals were printed. In all cases the 
on-line help file (QMWIN.HLP) has been updated in the appropriate places to reflect these changes.

· The SERVICES.QSC script no longer exists. It has been separated into four separate script files. These files are:
MAKECIS3.QSC - Script for automatic logon to CIS (CompuServe)
MAKEDEL3.QSC - Script for automatic logon to Delphi
MAKEMCI3.QSC - Script for automatic logon to MCI
MAKEGEN3.QSC - Script for automatic logon to GEnie

· Added new Direct Dial option to the phone entries in the phonebook, this will allow you to dial without having 
TAPI do translations for you. This feature is mostly for dialing into PBX systems, etc. This means that the area 
code and country code are not mandatory, if the Use Country Code and Area Code selection is turned off. This
new feature is accessed through the dialing directory property sheet entry "Use Country Code and Area 
Code".

· If you change the com settings in the phonebook using the Configure button they will now stick for that entry.

· If you have an entry in the phonebook set to data call and has a script attached but no area code or phone 
number QmodemPro will just run the script.

· Added new print field of Area Code to display the area code.

· Modified the Direct Connection sheet, the property sheet now searches for all available ports. If you have 
other COM ports you want available, you can add them to the registry in:

· HKEY_CURRENT_USER\\Software\\MSI\\QmodemPro\\Direct Ports
· Ports should be new string items with the name of the COM port (such as COM15).

· Added a Last Call Duration option on the Statistics property sheet of Edit Phonebook Entry. This feature 
displays the length of time the last connection was active to this phonebook entry.

· The Tools/Options/Sounds textbox now allows you to scroll horizontally, so that you can add sound names 
longer than the visible text.

· Dial out Telnet by port is now available. To add a port to a telnet address, add ":xx" (where xx is the port 
number) to the end of the address. For example, to telnet to port 33 at the MSI HQ BBS, you would type the 
address as 

bbs.mustang.com:33
· You can now configure telnet connections to force Binary Telnet mode.
· The dialing directory now updates the modification flag when adding groups, and saves the phonebook 

proerly.
· The file transfer status box no longer "wraps" the elapsed time on longer file transfer times.
· You can now add path names longer than 30 characters to the download path dialog box.
· Manual dial now resets the last dialed entry. 
· Manual dial now displays the last 5 manually dialed numbers when you click the down arrow beside the entry 

text box.
· Long file names are no w passed properly from QModemPro to the Qmodem Editor.
· When uploading files, the CPS display now reports the correct CPS.
· When an exit sound has been associated with QmodemPro, it is now played correctly before the exit occurs.
· The printer routines now recognize long file names, allowing you to print to PRN when installed to a long file 

name directory.
· The dialing directory now arranges icons properly.
· Fixed a bug in the RIP routines which caused an ObjectWindows error. 



Changes to the Editor
Software is constantly undergoing refinements and minor changes. Before QmodemPro for Windows 95 was 
released, a few of these changes were made. These changes were made too late to appear in the printed 
documentation. Here is a list of the changes made since the time that the manuals were printed. In all cases the 
on-line help file (QMEDITOR.HLP) has been updated in the appropriate places to reflect these changes.

· Added F3/Shift-F3 Search Again (forward/backward).
· Changed the default extension for the basic editor file. Because of Microsoft's Win95 requirements, the 

Qmodem Editor file extension is now '.QED' (Qmodem Editor File) instead of '.TXT'.




